Arabic was the language of philosophy, logic, Islamic sciences and rhetorical linguistic sciences. It was used in the writing of all sciences generally and became the language of world culture. Although the other languages of the Islamic world had a little share, but all peoples of Islamic countries; Arabs and non-Arabs, Muslims and non-Muslims attributed to that movement appreciated. Hence, Arab sciences flourished in their bright ages.
One of the main factors for the development of the old Arab criticism in Abbasid Era was the Qur'an, as it had a direct and indirect impact. The direct impact, was because of the efforts were done by the scientists who were exposed to the style of Qur'an and its graphic aspects of the statement, trying to compare between the Arab poetry and the likeness of graphic and characteristics Arabic statement in general, and using the means used by critics of the poetry, even some of the Qurʾanic studies in the third century AH used some graphic terms, were not common until that time in the poetic criticism such as the book (interpretation of the problem in the study of Qur'an) written by Ibn Qutayba 1 , and rules of the criticism mixed up with the Qur'anic studies, so the scientists of Qurʾanic studies used the magnificent miracle terms of the rhetoric science for detection of the miracle method in Qur'an, to find its likeness, hence impact of the Qur'an was in the curricula of the critics, pushing them to demonstrate the images of the miracle, so they piled on proving its miracle, as al-Bāqallānī wrote in his book: (The statement of Qurʾan). [2] Then the standards of literary criticism mixed with the Qur'anic studies, and the scientists of Miracles used the science of (Good Style) and its chapters in the disclosure of the exquisite style of the Qur'an to reach the miracle. Hence, there was an impact of Qur'an on the methods of critics, which prompted them to demonstrate the miraculous reasons, so they tried to prove the miracle, and its best statement, even better than the Arab poetry, and they held for that comparisons, as Abd al-Qᾱhir al-Jurjᾱnī did in his book: "Evidences of Miracle" and al-Bāqallānī in his book:
"Interpretation of Qur'anic Miracle". As for the indirect impact came through the beauty of Qurʾanic eloquence to the tastes of critics, including the style, which was the beautiful drafting and images of wonderful similes and metaphors, making scientists to quote its drafting and similes for every generation.
Then the Qurʾanic examples became at the forefront of evidences in the books of literary criticism and rhetorical science.
Role of Arab Scholars in the development of Arab Sciences in their golden era

A. Arabic Language and Philosophy
The Arabs had a special passion for their language, which was characterized by the abundance of vocabulary, abundance in the images of expression and the derivation by its nature, to take its place among the languages of the world, even if we compare between Arabic and Latin with its weight and lack of flexibility or Arabic and Persian with its dilation we find that Arabic is characterized by the short verbal images of abstract meanings. This is a great benefit in the practice of sciences.
We can express in this language the most subtle differences between the meanings ... Arabic language has the beauty of the statement and the power of significance, so it was imperative to prepare the reasons for many researches when it became a language of Science to Syriac and Persians. It is said that the people of Basra have given the measurement a great importance in the provisions related to the matters of language, as the people in Baghdad did the later, while the grammarians in Kufa were authorized in many matters that were different to the measurement. This is the cause that the grammarians in Basra were called: "People of logic". Then a great debate held about the issue that the rhetoric is found in the word or in the sense? Then the debate held about the language. Is it an innate compromise or from the human status, then the philosophical opinion has prevailed gradually that it is a term of human status. [3] 
B. Islamic Philosophy
There is a question: Why many Muslim philosophers use the word "wisdom" as the synonyms with the word "philosophy" which has entered Arab Islamic thought as an Arabic word for the Greek word "philosophy". Many of the famous Sufis used the title: "Hakim" for their senior figures such as al-Hakim al-Tirmizī. The title: "philosopher / philosophers" was called only on those who work in the field of philosophy within the context of Greek philosophy.
The philosophy began in Islamic civilization as an intellectual current in the early beginnings of the Islamic state, beginning with the science of speech. It reached its peak in the 9th century when Muslims became acquainted with the ancient Greek philosophy, which led to the emergence of the first generation of Muslim philosophers who differed from theologians. The science of speech was based primarily on the legal texts of the Qur'an and Sunnah and the logical methods of language to build a protest method faced by those who try to challenge the facts of Islam, while the Muslim philosophers who adopted the philosophy of Greece, their first reference was the perception of Aristotle or Plato, which was considered by them compatible with the texts and spirit of Islam. In their attempts they used logic to analyze what they saw as constant cosmic laws arising from the will of God, they initially made the initial attempts to reconcile some of the gap that existed mainly in the perception of the nature of the Creator between the Islamic concept of God and the Greek philosophical concept of the first principle or the first mind. After the integration of philosophy into the religion, Islamic philosophy developed from the stage of studying issues that can only be proved by the texts transferred and worship to the stage of studying the issues that are limited to proof of mental evidence, but the common point through this historical extension was the knowledge of God and the proof of the Creator. This philosophical current reached to an important corner through Ibn Rushd, by his adherence to the principle of free thought and arbitration of the mind on the basis of observation and experience.
The first one of the Arab philosophers emerge was Kindī, who was called the first teacher among the Arabs, and then was Fᾱrabī who adopted a lot of the Aristotelian thought in the issues of effective mind, the oldness of the world and the concept of natural language. Farabi founded an intellectual school, where the most important figures were: Amirī, Sijistᾱnī and Tawhidī. AlGhᾱzalī was the first to establish reconciliation between the logic and Islamic science when he explained that the methods of Greek logic can be neutral and separated from Greek metaphysical perceptions. Al-Ghᾱzalī expanded his explanation of logic and used it in the doctrine of the fundamentals of fiqh, but in return he launched a violent attack on the philosophical visions of the Muslim philosophers in the book: "The Flaming of the Philosophers".
Fᾱrabī is the most important person who has been able to communicate and explain the science of logic in Arabic through the book: "The letters". The book of letters authored by Fᾱrabī occupies a special importance among his works. The book is considered as a research in the first philosophy, in addition to the discussion of linguists and scientists of scholastic speech on many of the problems that were mainly related to the relationship between the language and logic, and word and Meaning. Fᾱrabī tried to explain how the knowledge is made by the sense, starting from the experience, then the remembering and then the idea, by this way we find the emergence of practical and theoretical sciences. He explained the idea and the origin of sciences. Fᾱrabī explains the stages of the emergence of language saying that at first the idea is born in the human, then signal comes, then the sounds, and the development of sounds arise the letters and words. Thus the words and vocabularies are formed: The first sense and then its image in the mind and then the word, which is used for the expression. At a later stage, the words and expressions consist of combining words and vocabularies to reflect not only the things but the relationships that bind them. Fᾱrabī uses a literal method to define the relationship between the word and the meaning and determines the primacy of meaning before the word. In the same context, he decides that the system of words (language) is an attempt to simulate the system of ideas (in the mind). The system of ideas in the mind is not but an attempt to simulate the system of nature outside through the relationships among the tangible physical objects. It can be decided by the result of the analysis determined by Fᾱrabī that there are two systems: a system of the words trying to simulate the arrangement of the relationship among the meanings in the self, and another independent system of concepts and meanings trying to simulate the arrangement of sensory objects in the physical exterior. Hence there is a need for two sciences:
First. Science of the language or linguistics, which means the sight of the language and its relations with their meanings and significance.
Second. Science of the logic, which means the order of the concepts and methods of correct conclusion of the issues of intuitions by the mind, i.e. rules of correct thinking. Then, the stage of collecting the language and saving it from the intruder and the stranger words that come in the order of Fᾱrabī, and then codification of the language by establishing the rules that control the method of writing and pronunciation (Emergence of Arabic Grammar). [4] 
C. Greek Logic and Arab-Islamic Sciences
Arabs were interested in the logic of Aristotle since Ibn al-Muqaffaʿ. At first they started to translate it, then began to explain it and write its abstract in many books, thus they chose this logic for the arbitration and adopted it in the development of their sciences, as we found its example in the science of jurisprudence and its rules in Islam, where the scholars speak about the borders and definitions, universal and partial, general and particular, common and proper, we find other words of the measurement similarly and prominently in the science of Arabic language and grammar, as we see grammarians, since (al-Ḫalīl b. ʾAḥmad al-Farāhīdī) are expanding to speak on the measurement, as they are expanding in their statements about the four reasons: material, imaginary, efficacy and extremity, but the grammarians and scholars and other Arab scientists were guided to know clearly that the Aristotelian measurement sports analogy, it starts from the general form and asks for its partial vocabulary. Its truth was noted in the mathematical sciences, but in the natural and human sciences we must move to its opposite: from the individuals and vocabularies to the general form to be well-founded measure. This has had a dramatic impact on the Arabic sciences, because the extrapolation and note are two basic originals in this measurement, then it was included the experience in the natural sciences, thus the Arab sciences became enable to promote the great renaissance in each area, a renaissance had been prepared for the prosperity of Medicine and Pharmacy, thanks to the many experiments were conducted by pharmacists and doctors, as well as in chemistry, optics, astronomy and huge laboratories.
In the opinion of Šawqī Ḍayf "perhaps the most important literary research work among the Arabs, which shows the impact of Aristotelian logic clearly, is the book written by Ibn Wahb: (al-Burhān fī Wujūh al-Bayān fī Nuşūş al-Qurʾān) means: (proof of statement styles in the texts of the Qurʾān) which is published with a wrong title: (Criticism of the prose) and is attributed to Qudāmah b. Ğaʿfar. We see that the author of this book wrote a chapter of the measure in which he talks about the limits of definitions, descriptions and statements and also the use of these species in Arabic sciences, he is affected by Aristotelian logic in all these species with what is added by research scholars, speakers and most Islamic philosophers in their articles and ideas. The religious curricula had been developed for dealing with religious sciences which is explained in the chapters of "Science of the religious rules": "ʿIlm al-ʾUşūl" dealing with the texts of the Qurʾān and "Sunnah": (spoken words by Prophet Muḥammad) the consensus and measurement. Similarly, rules of Arabic language and its grammar also were developed, as it is shown in the book: (al-Ḫaşāʾiş) the characteristics" which is written by Ibn Ǧinnī. [5] In this way, Arabs used Aristotelian logic in their literary researches with some hidden attempts to take care of the particles and vocabulary, the completeness of extrapolation and the validity of devising. They expanded their notes to a wide range that are called in their literary research the experiments in the scientific research, but they remained maintaining the Aristotelian logic using a lot of rules and values.
They differ from medieval Western scholars in their worship of Aristotle's logic. They reflected by the induction: The transition from the general to the particular, making it the transition from the partial to the general, and they stopped the effectiveness of Aristotle's logic, as they introduced the experimentation and the observation in proving the truth without the need for limits, statements and values. [6] The Aristotelian writings, in particular (Organon), which had already been translated into Arabic by Ibn Rushd, Ibn Sina, Farabi, Kindi and the others in the old ages, and Abdul Rahman Badawi in modern times, are known as the means or instrument in Arabic. This Greek word was used as the title of Aristotle's collection of essays in the sense of the means of thinking and judging its validity or corruption by the logical means set out by Aristotle in his books. [7] 
Bright Ages of Arabic and Arab Sciences
As we have seen that Arabic language has known its cultural peak with the Abbasid state, which stretched in a vast area, especially with the era of the three caliphs: Abu Jaafar al-Mansour and al- Thus, the minds of the Arab intellectuals were preoccupied with the endless discussions on the subject of classical language, the issue of originality and modernity, and how to deal with the West since the Renaissance until today. [8] 4. Lack of the creativity and scientific production in Arabic in the modern age There are several reasons that prevent Arabic language and put it away from the artistic creativity, and prevent them from using their expressive capabilities to scientific production. These reasons can be limited to the following: E. These reasons made Arabic unable to compete with the other foreign languages, including English, which became the language of science and technology. The reason for this is the failure of Arabs and Muslims to create, invent and discover, and rely on the West to import theories and transfer technology and scientific knowledge that required the knowledge of these languages to teach them, dealing with them in the markets, management and educational centers.
The result of this phenomenon was that "many Arab researchers and Muslim scholars neglected the use of Arabic language, because it is no longer the language of science, and most of the inventions and achievements of knowledge, art and literature are written in by the name of their owners and in foreign terms, it is difficult to translate or Arabicize them or transform it into a generative or derivative term in Arabic.
The language has a dialectical relation to the thought, so if there is an intellectual creativity developed the language is the case of this thought, and if the thought is lower, the language is also in the manner of degenerate, backward and unable to reply the process.
Lack of awareness and loss of confidence in Arab capabilities and lack of pride prevents them from expressing in Arabic and resort to the other languages in the preparation of research, articles and books to catch up with the global cultural requirements.
The media, the economy and the bitter reality of the globalization era contributes to the marginalization of Arabic language and the strengthening of foreign languages. Globalization has pushed many national languages of weak peoples, promoting English as the language of civilization, contemporary life and global communication. Negatively on the Arab man and his language, which is no longer able to keep up immediately with the contemporary developments of scientific and technical knowledge after the development of digital means and artificial satellites because of the lack of political and educational strategies to develop the Arabic language and improve it and make it the language of science and technology, teaching and administrative and economic transactions.
It is clear from the foregoing that there are some internal and external factors that are the reasons for the loss of the ability to the artistic and scientific creativity and cultural production in Arabic. [9] 
Evolution of Arabic language in the development of human sciences
Any language in order to become a science language must have all levels of sound, morphology and stylistics easy to read and rich by the meaning and the derivation. This is what that Arabic language had in its old time, and in all those sciences that Arabs excelled in them. The development of the language is not limited to the language only, but there are many Arab Muslim scholars who have contributed to the development of human sciences in Arabic.
Thus, we find that the Arabic language is not narrow, it can keep pace with the results of science, but is suitable for scientific and technical teaching because of the breadth of its lexical capacity compared to the foreign languages. A positive advantage of Arabic language is that it benefits from the phenomenon of expression, dissolution, derivation, Arabization and seclusion, all of these help it to open up and benefit from all the languages of the world. [10] 
Linguistic Sciences in Arabic and Modern Linguistics
Linguistic study is a new type of language study that adopts modern methods and sources that are not limited to this or that language. So there is nothing wrong with adding this subject to the language sciences in Arabic. In this subject, many books, such as: ( Linguistic studies in the West since the nineteenth century have seen expansion and matureness. This development has brought about a scientific renaissance that continues to extend today. These studies that became known "Linguistics" were not in their quest only for the scientific study of linguistic phenomena, but also this communication and its impact has led to the emergence of some new branches of linguistics, but the linguistic area was the basis of these branches such as linguistic, social linguistic, geographical linguistic, and so on. The 18th century saw the emergence of Philology, which was wrongly translated into Arabic, but did not exceed the limits of the preliminary work required to study the language. However, Ferdinand Dossier (1913) made linguistics clear in terms of the competence, which encompassed all sectors of the language, such as sounds, grammar, lexicon and semantics, and in terms of the curricula that matured like the historical, comparative and descriptive approach. As the landmarks of this new science began to loom in the modern linguistic lesson among the Arabs (the Arab scholars) were divided between those who believed in this science and its greatness and those who did not respect it and did not count on what it did in the West, so that they would appreciate it. As for those who considered it great, they have made it the pole in every study, therefore, what the ancient Arabic studies had done in the language and its curricula became so small in their eyes.
The right is that "the linguistics should be a factor of modernization not a factor of destruction, and to be useful to our lesson in terms of addition and enrichment, not to be for the purposes of mutilation and cancellation. For example, in the field of language, it is useful to update the curriculum of the linguistic lesson, to clear this lesson from the data that is outside the field of language, and to acquire new linguistic sciences on the guidance of modern perspectives such as the science of sounds and semantics and lexicography, which is not known in our lesson as a methodological or epistemological framework, with the abundance of efforts and the capacity of data. As well as, science of Arabic language can be benefited by many of the results of Comparative linguistic studies, and philological studies to know the place of Arabic among its sisters through the history, and to be benefited by the results of the lesson of Etymology to know the sources of the true knowledge of the Arabized words, and many more." [11] Especially by the semantics, because Arabs were the first in the science of the voices and the creation of dictionaries.
It is known that the semantics are the sectors of the modern linguistic study. The field of this science is to study the linguistic meaning at the levels of vocabulary and structures, although its prevailing concept is to put the science of semantics limited in the study of vocabulary and what is related to its issues. Indeed, the growth of modern semantics and the complexity of its methodological approaches -as Abd al-Salam al-Masaddi says-has made it the pole of rotation in every linguistic research, inseparable from the theory of cognition and the philosophy of meaning.
[12] Hence, the semantics became broader than any other science that studies the vocabulary, dictionary and terminology, [13] but this statement does not mean -in any way-the abolition of any kind of the linguistic knowledge to Arabs such as Arabic grammar, morphology, linguistics, semantics and lexicon under the pretext of renewal or keeping pace with the times. It should also be noted that being benefited by any of the modern approaches should not lead to ignore the specificity of classical Arabic and its surrounding historical, cultural and national conditions. [14] 
Validity of Arabic to be the language of science and technology
We do not need this question: Can Arabic be the tool of science and technology? Arabic is good for being a container of science and technology, as it was in its bright ages, it was the language of science, arts and literature, because of its beautiful words, its rhetorical statement and the rigor of its composition. So it was accepted by the other peoples to learn, study and research. As it was the preferred language of many peoples and races such as Persia, Andalusia and Islamic countries of The language -any language -is linked to the level of thought, because the thought cannot be found without the language at the same time the language cannot be found without the thought.
As it is said by John D. LA Croix, that the thought is the body of language and the language is the dress of thought, as it is also stated by Maurice Merleau-Ponty, which means that the languages are rich not by their vocabulary only but also by their profusion of ideas. If the nation is advanced in terms of the science, technology, arts and literature, inevitably, the language in its turn also will be advanced as long as it contains the thought and it is a tool for the communication and information.
In fact, the progress of language is always linked to the progress of the nation's thinking, creativity and production. When we demand the teaching of science in Arabic, this does not mean the lack of openness to other languages and self-containment. Arabic language is able to accept differences, dialogue and discussion since ancient times, when it was in the contact to the neighboring peoples. Language is the cradle of the civilization and culture for every nation, and it must be the language of modernity, progress and present life in keeping with the current developments and requirements of the times. [15] 
Conclusion
At the end we say that the movement of orientalists as a scientific and objective method is well known, but we do not agree with those deviant views that are not on the right path, for, those who violated the Orientalists objective approach to scientific research, scientific integrity and betrayed biased in their studies, they produced to prove the European centrality and they wrote under the influence of racial discrimination between peoples in the East and West.
We cannot support those who say that the rhetorical sciences had not only filled of the error and negligence, but also they took the wrong direction from the beginning. Therefore, it was impossible to produce some valuable thing in the literary taste and the disclosure of its real beauty. These sciences had been developed mostly by the men from Persian speakers who wrote these without their share in the intuitive Arabic, tracing Aristotle in the poetry, oratory and logic and they drunk from which was translated from Greek Philosophy and what was created by this philosophy and built in Urban Islamic Philosophy, theology, doctrine, assets and the various branches of purely intellectual debate in emerging period of the Islamic culture, which was under the early development.
The science of rhetoric in Arabic, especially semantics is closer to the scientific logic, which seems to be a talk more than to be called rhetorical science. Therefore it is rare to find in this type of science, which is named by them master science of the rhetorical sciences (jokingly).
They use what they have in this science to sharp the artistic sense or to polish the literary taste or to point out the real secrets in Arabic rhetoric, but it is not true, as it makes the taste of the scholars and their mental ability more corrupt and distort.
The science of speech, even it consists on some correct graphic means, as metaphor, analogy and comparability, and euphemism, had a very limited look to these means and had barely understood as only a rigid templates excelled in restriction of the formal manifestations and terminology.
We never support this opinion, because we believe that they count those efforts a loss of time or downplay its importance, whether those efforts have been made by Persians or Arabs, it is fact that Arabic sciences flourished in the Abbasid period after the outcome of valuable books written by those who set the basis for the creed of Islam or its specific system, they succeeded in defending against the heretics, apostates and the infidels from the followers of Mazdaism, Manichaeism and Sabaean. Their defense was very fruitful, even its example almost never seen in the history of religious sects. There is no doubt that Islam has dominated the large yards after a great victory, replacing itself on the old beliefs, obsolete religions, and completely crushed the effects of old thinking, as many of the Jews, Christians, and followers of Mazdaism and Manichaeism, Sabaean spread among Muslims, who had brought these foreign elements, ideas and doctrines caused the emergence of Islamic world. Then, these scientists and theologians tried their best to persuade their opponents, and were able with their outstanding talent in the controversy and debate to beat them in the end.
The argument that these sciences are written mostly by the people from Persian speakers whose share was less in the intuitive Arabic, here, we smell populist tendencies, but we cannot say that the contemporary critic in saying this is affected by the populism between Persians and Arabs, which does not exist in modern age, but the correct view is that this opinion is impressed by the idea of the race, which is brought by Helypolite Martine Taine, which means the inherent instinct in the nation, as each nation descended from innate racial-specific characteristics shared by the predecessor and successor, without any exception. It seems it was taken from Renan, who -lived between 1823-1892-illustrated in his book; "The history of the Semitic languages" that the Semitic nations do not have the philosophy and the excellent literary works, but Aryan nations are distinguished with their philosophy, right social laws, the high arts and literature.
This theory has no longer any support today, whether the race is only people who lived in one territory had been living together, which formed during the course of living, similar habits and knowledge. In ancient time the races changed, when peoples were attacked by each other and by the armies of the territory of other provinces, therefore, the idea of the original race is completely wrong. [16] In fact, the translation of the books into Arabic was a strong factor that prompted the old Arab criticism forward in the Abbasid era, because it had moved by its literary and critical translation, which had an impact on the mental movement of the criticism, as the rules and theories had been composed, the logic used in the debate and dialogue, and the critical books had been written, had the scientific methods and mentality that was founded by Arab critics. This was reflected also in the development of Arabic criticism, particularly impact of the Greek logic and philosophy and its first impact was on Muslim scholastic theologians who saw the urgent need of philosophy to defend the attacks against Qurʾān and succeeded through the study of the logic and philosophy, especially (the poetry) and (the oratory) written by Aristotle, so that they became able As for the indirect impact came through the beauty of Qurʾānic eloquence to the tastes of critics, including the style had the beautiful drafting and images of wonderful similes and metaphors, making scientists to quote its drafting, and similes for every generation, then the Qurʾānic examples became at the forefront of evidence in the books of literary criticism and rhetorical science.
Moreover, the schools of doctrines and theories represent always the spirit of their age, classical school represents the spirit of its era, and the romantic school after the death of classicism, every age has its logic, old literary criticism or Arab literary rhetoric represents the old Arab era and its logic, as well the modern criticism has its approach. Not to deny that the literary criticism in its ancient time, and modern age had flourished after its connection to the Western literatures as Arabic literature flourished after its relevance to the Eastern literatures. So the literary research works should be free of the traps of populist and nationalist arrogance and bigotry.
As well as, we never accept to say that the rhetorical books spoiled Arabic tastes instead of breeding and development. We say that we must not doubt in the faith of the senior rhetorical scholars and critics who added to the Arabic and Islamic libraries some new valuable additions by their enormous efforts, rather than to recognize the genius in this regard, how can we blame them and put them in the dock, because of they used Aristotelian logic? Yes ... They used it to be able to respond to the logic of other nations by their own mental logic, as we see what al-Ġazālī has been done in his books against philosophers, while that age was not able to understand any method except Aristotelian logic. As well as, we never accept that Islam will be accused of inability to hear or accept any element of civil and social life removed from its land all the seed of mental culture, as Renan said and his student Jean-Paul Guiltier spoke with the same meaning, confirming that (Islamic faith is less likely than any other religion to the initiatives of the human mind). There is no more wrong than this. We have seen the mind enters the field of faith, as it entered the jurisprudence in Islam. Indeed, the mind in the latter eras is superior to configure the measurement and inference resemblance, and in the first era to configure the evidence argument.
As well as we are not with those who say that rhetorical efforts were misleading or did not produce any valuable thing or a vain effort. We are sure that they do not feel the seriousness of these sentences that are very serious adverse, which can make a Muslim scholar away from the valuable books of senior scholars, as he never study the neglected enormous efforts that had not lost its effectiveness until now. It deals with issues of faith in the unseen world, which still exist, the polytheists or atheists, materialists and existentialists in the modern era -until now -could not find any solution towards convincing only to deny the existence of God, as we see Nietzsche, Walter, Sartre, Caspar, Gabriel Marcel and the others. Then, these sentences are very serious, for it is destroying the building of the originality of old heretical Islamic thought, but it interferes with the desired goal of Muslims who are doing their best to revive the greatness of scientific and cultural heritage of genius Muslim thinkers who have contributed to the establishment of a very strong Islamic culture from its base.
It is true that Islamic world has been contained on the traditional and liberals, conservatives and innovators, but these opposing elements are essential to every community in every age of historical eras of human societies. Who says today that the rhetorical efforts are futile, we must not forget the definition of the literature in the modern era, when the Western scholars have said that literature is: (the human race, age and environment). Therefore, critic must evaluate rhetorical efforts that were done in their ages, by Arabic Rhetorical scientists at that time. How we can say that those efforts futile shoot to a desired goal, to enrich the Arabic and Islamic arts and sciences were created by those fruitful efforts and flourished, even those periods of the time began to be known (because of those sciences) by the name of its brighten time. Every era has its own characteristics and advantage and each kind of the doctrines expresses the psychological state of a certain specific era.
We appreciate these geniuses and scientists recognizing their merit, whether they are 
